This is the Gin

Quality Incomparable
Gordon's
Stands Supreme

HOME APPLIANCES!

- ELECTRIC CLOCKS
- AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKERS
- AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC IRONS
- "MARCONI" RADIOS
- TWO BURNER HOTPLATES
- VACUUM CLEANERS
- TOASTERS
- PRESSURE COOKERS

ELECTRIC SALES & SERVICE LTD.
ALSO ON DISPLAY AT
ENTERPRISE TRADING CO.
TRAFALGAR STREET

This new PARKER 51 is a triumph!

It's the only pen with the Acro-metric Shank System

NEW NATURAL
NEW NUDE
NEW SHANK SYSTEM
NEW END CAPS
NEW POSTS
NEW PENS

The Parker "51" has always been the world's most perfect pen. Nowhere is a triumph with the great new Acro-Metric Shank System. The new end caps, posts, and ink system are moulded almost entirely from the most revolutionary new pens and ink system that have ever before been devised. It offers a new, solid, in-line design. By controlling the flow of ink, the nib holder, in-line design, and precision of the writing tip, the most outstanding pen ever made has been achieved. This is no ordinary pen...it's the most significant pens and inks ever manufactured. This pen is for the discriminating pen and ink user. The Parker "51" offers you the world's most revolutionary new pen and ink system. For the best pen and ink, choose Parker "51".

PARKER with Rolled Gold Cap

Price with Rolled Gold Cap...

For your Dances, Fiestas and Parties direct from
THE BARBADOS ICE CO., LTD.